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ABSTRACT
The most common tumours of the central nervous system, meningiomas are frequently diagnosed by accident 
when patients undergo imaging studies of the brain for other reasons. Most patients lack symptoms and thus can 
live their whole lives without knowing they have a brain tumour. Less fortunate patients seek medical advice for 
troubling symptoms – like seizures or disturbances of the cranial nerves – get surgery for the excision of the tu-
mour and years later fi nd out their tumour has come back. We are presenting the case of such a patient with a 
recurrent parietal meningioma.
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INTRODUCTION

Meningiomas are the most frequent tumours of 
the central nervous system (CNS). They are often 
incidental fi ndings, due to their slow growth and 
lack of, or minimal symptoms. They affect women 
more than men, and their incidence increases with 
age. Symptomatology is mainly due to mass effect 
on neighbouring structures. Diagnosis is established 
using neuroimaging studies such as CT and MRI, 
with a preference for the latter. Therapeutic options 
include surgery with complete tumour resection, ra-
diotherapy or a combination of the two. Higher grade 
meningiomas are more prone to recurrence. (1,2) 

CASE REPORT

We are reporting the case of a 71 year old wom-
an admitted by the Emergency Department in the 
Neurology Clinic in February 2015, for diffuse 
headache, with onset 2 weeks prior to presentation 
and progressive worsening. The headache does not 
subside to classic pain medication. 

The patient’s history is signifi cant for a right pa-
rietal meningioma diagnosed due to generalised 

seizures and fully excised in 1991. After surgery 
the patient continued to have generalised tonic-
clonic seizures. At the time of admission the patient 
was treated with under dosed levetiracetam (250 
mg three times daily). The patient states the last sei-
zure experienced was 3 weeks prior to presentation 
when she presented an episode of tonic-clonic sei-
zures of unknown duration, with loss of conscious-
ness and spontaneous urine emission. She has had 
3 similar episodes in the last month. 

Prior CT scan performed in April 2014 when the 
patient was admitted with similar symptoms shows 
a well defi ned, homogenous small lesion with mea-
surements of 1.3/1.1 cm and with tissue density 
situated in the right parietal region with adherence 
to the dura. 

Physical examination is unremarkable. Neuro-
logic examination is positive for left facial palsy of 
central origin, slight left symmetric hemiparesis 
(4/5 MRC), generalised anxiety and mixed insom-
nia. 

Blood samples are within normal parameters. 
EEG is unremarkable with no pathologic wave-

forms.
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Native CT scan shows signs of a right parietal 
craniotomy with bone fl ap. There is also a well de-
fi ned mass; its density is similar to brain parenchy-
ma, situated in the right parietal region, with a dural 
point of origin. Measurements of the tumour are 
1.6/1.2 cm. Contrast enhancement could not be per-
formed due to patient’s allergy to iodine based 
agents. The image is highly suggestive for a menin-
gioma recurrence. 

Taking in account the previous imaging studies, 
the tumour has grown in less than a year with ap-
prox. 0.3 cm. 

DISCUSSION

Meningiomas are the most common primary tu-
mours of the CNS; they are usually extremely slow 
growing, benign and asymptomatic or minimally 
symptomatic. (3,4) These tumours are often intra-
cerebral but they can emerge anywhere from the 
dura, including the falx cerebri, tentorium cerebelli 
and venous sinuses. (2) 

Women are more often affected than men, and 
the mean age of discovery is in the 7th decade. (5) 
There have been several risk factors believed to in-
crease the risk of developing a meningioma, among 
which radiation exposure (ionizing radiations and 
radiotherapy), genetic factors (type 2 neurofi bro-

matosis), hormonal factors (post-pubertal status in 
women, hormonal therapy and birth control), breast 
cancer and obesity. Historically, head trauma was 
fi rst considered to be a risk factor in 1922 but current 
data does not support this hypothesis. Also use of 
mobile phones is also considered to be a risk factor 
but without any supporting evidence. (6-12)

Our patient has no positive history for any of the 
risk factors listed above, with the exception of her 
gender. She has no family history of meningiomas 
or any systemic malignancy. 

The World Health Organisation (WHO) classi-
fi es meningiomas on morphologic criteria, from 
benign tumours – grade I, to atypical, clear cell and 
choroid meningiomas – grade II, to anaplastic, pap-
illary and rhabdoid meningiomas – grade III. (13)  

Many meningiomas are asymptomatic or mini-
mally symptomatic. They are often incidental fi nd-
ings on neuroimaging studies or at autopsy. (4) Pa-
tients, when symptomatic, seek medical advice 
complaining of seizures or other focal defi cits such 
as visual disturbances, auditory disturbances, men-
tal status alteration or weakness. (14,15) 

In the case of our patient, seizures were the ini-
tial complaint in 1991 when the fi rst meningioma 
was diagnosed. After resection of the tumour, sei-
zures diminished in frequency and intensity but did 
not subside completely. 

FIGURE 1. Native CT scan, axial sequence at the level of 
lateral ventricles, showing isodense globular shaped mass 
in the right parietal region, without surrounding oedema or 
mass effect on neighbouring structures. The scan also 
shows cortical atrophy and ventricular asymmetry due to 
faulty positioning.
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Neuroimaging studies, either CT or MRI with 
contrast enhancement, are suffi cient for diagnosis 
and establishing treatment course; MRI is consid-
ered superior because of ability to show dural ori-
gin and relationship to surrounding structures. (16) 
Grading and a defi nite diagnosis require histologi-
cal confi rmation. On CT typical meningiomas have 
the appearance of well defi ned space occupying le-
sions, adjacent to dural structures and isodense 
with normal parenchyma. Calcifi cations are fre-
quently found. When a contrast agent is adminis-
tered, the mass is brightly enhanced. On MRI me-
ningiomas appear isointense or hypointense on T1 
and isointense or hyperintense on T2. (2) In the 
case of en plaque meningiomas, but not limited to, 
a characteristic fi nding is hyperostosis. (17) 

When a patient presents more than one menin-
gioma, either at the same time, or in sequence, ei-
ther by recurrence or by postoperative seeding, this 
situation is referred to as multiple meningiomas. 
Epidemiology data show a prevalence of 1-15% in 
the general population, out of which an overwhelm-
ing proportion are women. (1) 

When making a decision regarding treatment 
the physician needs to take in account several fac-
tors: whether the tumour is symptomatic or not, age 
and comorbidities of the patient, location and ac-
cessibility of the tumour, histological characteris-
tics and the patient’s opinion. One available option 
for asymptomatic patients is active surveillance, 
especially in older patients. The only curative treat-
ment is complete surgical resection. (1) Younger 
patients should be screened for surgery due to high 
likelihood of tumour growth. First line therapeutic 
options include surgery, radiation therapy, or a 
combination of the two. 

Recurrence rates are subject to a number of fac-
tors. One of these is the WHO grade, the higher the 
grade, the more likely it is the patient will have re-
currence of the tumour. Another important factor is 
anatomic location and chance of complete surgical 
resection. Incomplete resections have high rates of 
recurrence. Another risk factor for recurrence is du-
ral invasion or brain infi ltration. A study conducted 
by Yamasaki et al found that the highest predictor 

for recurrence among grade I meningioma patients 
without documented multiple meningiomas or neu-
rofi bromatosis was tumour expression of vascular 
endothelial growth factor. (18)

Meningioma recurrences or incompletely re-
sected tumours are treated with standard or stereo-
tactic radiotherapy. Among these patients, risk of 
recurrence is high as well as systemic therapy com-
plications such as radiation induced malignancy. 
Guthrie et al suggest radiotherapy should be used 
in the following instances: after the resection of a 
grade III meningioma, after an incomplete resec-
tion, in patients with multiple meningiomas in 
which surgery is no longer an alternative or in the 
case of primary inoperable tumours. (1)

There have also been multiple attempts for phar-
macological treatment, most notable being: proges-
terone receptor inhibitors (mifepristone), chemo-
therapy agents (hydroxyurea, temozolomide), 
estrogen receptor inhibitors (tamoxifen), androgen 
receptor inhibitors, interferonalfa-2b, somatostatin 
analogs (ocreotide) and molecularly targeted agents 
(platelet derived growth factor, epidermal growth 
factor, angiogenesis inhibitors). At present none 
have shown any signifi cant effi cacy. (19-28)

CONCLUSIONS

Meningiomas recurrence rates rise proportion-
ally with grading. Meningiomas graded by the 
WHO classifi cation as being II or above need to be 
screened for recurrence. Patients should be advised 
to seek medical advice whenever a change in the 
neurological status occurs or at a reasonable time 
period from initial surgery for neurological assess-
ment. Early management of tumor recurrence 
might improve outcome in these patients. 
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